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Remarks on the changing nature of inquiry
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ichard Jessor delivered the following address upon receiv-
ng the Outstanding Achievement in Adolescent Medicine
ward from the Society for Adolescent Medicine in Los
ngeles, California, on April 1, 2005.

I would like to express my deep appreciation to the
ociety for Adolescent Medicine for this extraordinary
ward. The recognition that it represents for our research on
dolescence is important to me, and it would be treasured
or that reason alone. What makes it an even more special
ward, however, is the fact that it comes from a Society I
ave long admired, a society many of whose members I
ave known and collaborated with over the years—Iris Litt,
ob Blum, Charlie Irwin, Roger Tonkin, David Kaplan, and
ennis Fortenberry—to name only a few.
Rather than talk about my research, with which some of

ou are already familiar, I prefer to use my time this morn-
ng to engage the larger enterprise all of us are involved
n—advancing knowledge that can serve the welfare of the
.5 billion young people on our planet, the great bulk of
hom are growing up in the developing world.
I want to consider, today, the accelerating changes that

ave been underway, in recent decades, in both the nature of
nquiry and the organization of knowledge because they
ave major implications for the grasp we can achieve on
hat adolescence is all about at the start of the 21st century.
hat grasp, as we all know, will have to encompass social
ontexts and social institutions, cultural tradition and cul-
ural change, psychological dispositions and subjective
dentities, biological processes and physical growth, and
ore.
The recent changes I am concerned with had their origins

uch earlier, of course. Let me remind you of the remark-
bly prescient statement by one of the founders of modern
cientific medicine, the great 19th century German physi-
ian/scientist, Rudolf Virchow. In his book, Disease, Life,
nd Man, Virchow asserted, and I quote: “Medicine is a
ocial science in its very bone marrow” [1]. His statement
ignaled an exceptionally precocious readiness to supervene
raditional disciplinary confines, to transcend the division
etween science and application, and to locate matters of
ealth and illness in their larger social context. For the

id-19th century, such thinking is simply stunning. I
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Another early contributor to the more recent changes I
ave been alluding to was also a renowned German scholar,
his time a social psychologist of the mid-20th century, Kurt
ewin. Lewin argued that science is best made in the very
ontext of the problems it seeks to understand, and he
ejected the conventional antinomy between theory and ap-
lication. He urged the theoretical psychologist not to look
oward applied problems “with highbrow aversion or with a
ear of social problems,” and he exhorted the applied psy-
hologist to realize that “there is nothing so practical as a
ood theory” [2].

Beyond the transdisciplinary perspective so brilliantly
oreshadowed by Rudolf Virchow, and beyond Kurt
ewin’s salutary insistence that theory and application are
edfellows in the quest for knowledge, the more recent
hanges that are most apparent are those in the very orga-
ization of scientific knowledge.

Traditionally, especially on academic campuses, knowl-
dge has been organized in packages called “disciplines,”
hose boundaries were more or less clearly circumscribed.
nly a few hardy souls ever ventured beyond those bound-

ries; those who did tended to wait until they had tenure,
nd the interstices between or among disciplines were left
argely unexplored. The idea of a “discipline” as the funda-
ental way of organizing knowledge, and of “departments”

s the locus for disciplines in Academe, achieved a kind of
acrosanct timelessness that was beyond questioning. I of-
en found myself having to remind my colleagues, however,
hat there is actually no reference to “chemistry” or “soci-
logy” or “economics” or “biology” in the Talmud, and that,
n fact, these are relatively recent, 19th and 20th century
ays of parsing the intellectual world.
Indeed, it is this very way of parsing the intellectual

orld—organizing knowledge around the traditional disci-
lines—that has been increasingly challenged these past
everal decades across all the domains of scholarship. For
ne concrete example, a leading sociologist, Neil Smelser,
ormer president of the American Sociological Association,
ame to see his own discipline as beleaguered, and he
redicted that the very term, “sociology,” will not be “de-
otative of an identifiable field” in the foreseeable future.

nstead, and consonant with the theme of my remarks today,

rights reserved.
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e anticipated that “scientific and scholarly action will not
e disciplinary in character but will, instead, chase prob-
ems. . .” [3].

What we have all been witnessing these past decades has
een the emergence of entirely new fields of inquiry, with
ames that did not even exist in the academic lexicon until
ecently, fields like neuroscience, and cognitive science,
nd, indeed, behavioral science. These new fields tend to be
ocated in problem-focused institutes and centers, rather
han in departments, and they are exemplars of the change
am focused on. They not only transcend the disciplinary
rganization of knowledge, but they challenge its very suf-
ciency and, indeed, even its appropriateness.

The thrust toward change and the emergence of transdis-
iplinary organizations of knowledge has come, of course,
rom the never-ending quest for a firmer grasp on nature, as
ell as from the pressing demands of society that inquiry be

esponsive to its problems and needs. Those of us working
n the problem of adolescence have felt both of these
nfluences, and they are increasingly changing how we do
ur research.

But “change will not come easily” according to Phil
belson in an editorial in Science just a few years ago. He
ent on to say: “The rigid departmental structure [in uni-
ersities] has become outmoded. Many of the best oppor-
unities for significant scholarship lie in multidisciplinary
reas.” Abelson also reports on a letter the prestigious
ellogg Commission sent to the presidents and chancellors
f state universities and colleges; in that letter, the Com-
ission points out that society has problems; universities

ave departments [4]. A year later, in another editorial in
cience, a neuroscientist took note of the fact that “The
odern university is partitioned along academic lines that

o longer truly reflect today’s intellectual life . . . modern
nowledge systems are inseparably interdisciplinary” [5].
nd in a recent issue of Science, there is an article arguing

or yet another emerging field of inquiry, this one called
sustainability science.” The authors argue that “Progress in
ustainability science will require fostering problem-driven,

nterdisciplinary research” [6].
To sum up, my thesis has been that these are changing—
ven revolutionary—times for the making of science. In-
uiry is breaking free of the constraints of disciplinary
oundaries; it is increasingly coming to be problem-driven,
nd it more frequently entails perspectives and approaches
hat are transdisciplinary in nature. As I indicated earlier,
hese are characteristics that the Society for Adolescent

edicine stands for, and they are clearly evident in its
ournal of Adolescent Health. In symbolizing all of this for
e, today’s award has won my deepest appreciation.
Let me close with an apposite quotation from the epide-

iologist, Reuel Stallones. In one of his writings, he called
ur attention to what he described as: “a territory of especial
eauty at the intersection of the biomedical and social sci-
nces” [7]. It has been my privilege, over almost the past
alf century, to be able to explore that territory of especial
eauty in my own search for understanding of the problem
f adolescent health and well-being.

Richard Jessor, Ph.D.
Institute of Behavioral Science

University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
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